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Academic advising for student success : a system of shared responsibility / by Susan H. Frost
Academic dishonesty : an educator's guide / Bernard E. Whitley, Jr., Patricia Keith-Spiegel
Academic literacy in the English classroom / edited by Carolyn R. Boiarsky
Academic turnarounds : restoring vitality to challenged American colleges and universities / edited by Terrence MacTaggart
Accommodations in higher education under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) / edited by Michael Gordon
The adult learner : the definitive classic in adult education and human resource development / Malcolm S. Knowles
The American academic profession / Stephen R. Graubard, editor
American Indian higher educational experiences : cultural visions and personal journeys / Terry Huffman.
Assessing academic programs in higher education / Mary J. Allen
Assessing student learning in general education : good practice case studies / Marilee J. Bresciani, editor
Assessing the online learner : resources and strategies for faculty / Rena M. Palloff and Keith Pratt
Balancing two worlds : Asian American college students tell their life stories / edited by Andrew Garrod
Beyond the campus : how colleges and universities form partnerships with their communities / David J. Maurrasse
Building academic background knowledge [videorecording] : programs 1, 2, 3 / ASCD
Building academic background knowledge [videorecording] : programs 1, 2, 3 / ASCD
Can we talk about race? : and other conversations in an era of school resegregation / Beverly Daniel Tatum
Capstone : succeeding beyond college / Robert M. Sherfield, Rhonda J. Montgomery, Patricia G. Moody
Career advising : an academic advisor's guide / Virginia N. Gordon
The career counselor's handbook / Howard Figler and Richard Nelson Bolles
Career development across the K-16 years : bridging the present to satisfying and successful futures / Richard T. Lapan
Challenging and supporting the first-year student : a handbook for improving the first year of college / M. Lee Upcraft
Changing minds : the art and science of changing our own and other people's minds / Howard Gardner
Changing the culture of college drinking : a socially situated health communication campaign / Linda C. Lederman
Child and adolescent development for educators / Michael Pressley, Christine B. McCormick
Choosing civility : the twenty-five rules of considerate conduct / P.M. Forni
Collaborating online : learning together in community / Rena M. Palloff, Keith Pratt
Collaborative learning techniques : a handbook for college faculty / Elizabeth F. Barkley, K. Patricia Cross
College drinking : reframing a social problem / George W. Dowdall
Communication skills for department chairs / Mary Lou Higgerson   foreword by William E. Cashin
Community service and higher learning : explorations of the caring self / Robert A. Rhoads
The complete guide to service learning / Cathryn Berger Kaye
Conquering the content : a step-by-step guide to online course design / Robin M. Smith.
Creating a comprehensive information literacy plan : a how-to-do-it manual and CD-ROM for librarians 
Creating campus community : in search of Ernest Boyer's legacy / William M. McDonald and associates
Creating learning communities : a practical guide to winning support, organizing for change, and implementing programs
Creating minds : an anatomy of creativity seen through the lives of Freud, Einstein, Picasso, Stravinsky, Eliot…
Creating the future of faculty development : learning from the past, understanding the present / Mary Deane Sorcinelli [et al]
A day in the life of a college student leader : case studies for undergraduate leaders / Sarah M. Marshall
The Derek Bok Center series on college teaching [videorecording] / The Derek Bok Center
The Derek Bok Center series on college teaching [videorecording] / The Derek Bok Center 
Designing and assessing courses and curricula : a practical guide / Robert M. Diamond.
Developing outcomes-based assessment for learner-centered education : a faculty introduction / Amy Driscoll
The development and education of the mind : the selected works of Howard Gardner / Howard Gardner
The disciplined mind : beyond facts and standardized tests, the K-12 education that every child deserves / Howard Gardner
Discussion as a way of teaching : tools and techniques for democratic classrooms / Stephen D. Brookfield, Stephen Preskill
Distance counseling : expanding the counselor's reach and impact
Diversities in early childhood education : rethinking and doing / edited by Celia Genishi and A. Lin Goodwin
Diversity across the curriculum : a guide for faculty in higher education / edited by Jerome Branche, John W. Mullennix
Diversity in early care and education : honoring differences / Janet Gonzalez-Mena
Doing diversity in higher education : faculty leaders share challenges and strategies / edited by Winnifred R. Brown-Glaude.
Educating by design : creating campus learning environments that work / C. Carney Strange, James H. Banning
Educating citizens : preparing America's undergraduates for lives of moral and civic responsibility / Anne Colby [et al.]
Eight habits of the heart for educators : building strong school communities through timeless values / Clifton L. Taulbert
EM=C² : a new formula for enrollment management / John Maguire, Lawrence Butler
Encouraging authenticity and spirituality in higher education / Arthur W. Chickering, Jon C. Dalton and Liesa Stamm
Engaging the online learner : activities and resources for creative instruction / Rita-Marie Conrad, J. Ana Donaldson
Enrollment management for the 21st century : institutional goals, accountability, and fiscal responsibility / Garlene Penn
Equity and excellence in American higher education / William G. Bowen, Martin A. Kurzweil, and Eugene M. Tobin
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Essential elements : prepare, design, and teach your online course / by Bonnie Elbaum, Cynthia McIntyre, and Alese Smith
Evaluating faculty performance : a practical guide to assessing teaching, research, and service / Peter Seldin and associates
Evaluation in distance education and e-learning : the unfolding model / Valerie Ruhe, Bruno D. Zumbo.
Exploring the digital library : a guide for online teaching and learning / Kay Johnson and Elaine Magusin
Extraordinary minds : portraits of exceptional individuals and an examination of our extraordinariness / Howard Gardner
Faculty development for student achievement : the QUE Project / Ronald J. Henry, editor
Five minds for the future / Howard Gardner
Forms of intellectual and ethical development in the college years : a scheme / William G. Perry, Jr.
Fostering student success in the campus community / Gary L. Kramer and Associates.
Foundations of student affairs practice : how philosophy, theory, and research strengthen educational outcomes
Frames of mind : the theory of multiple intelligences / Howard Gardner
The future of higher education : policy, pedagogy and the student experience / edited by Mike Neary, Howard Stevenson
Gen Xers return to college : enrollment strategies for a maturing population / [Jim Black and associates]
The gender gap in college : maximizing the developmental potential of women and men / Linda J. Sax.
The globalization of higher education / edited by Luc E. Weber, James J. Duderstadt
Good work : when excellence and ethics meet / Howard Gardner, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, William Damon
Guiding students from cheating and plagiarism to honesty and integrity : strategies for change / Ann Lathrop
Guts! : companies that blow the door off business-as-usual / Kevin and Jackie Freiberg
A handbook for teaching & learning in higher education / [edited by] Heather Fry, Steve Ketteridge, Stephanie Marshall
A handbook for teaching and learning in higher education : enhancing academic practice / edited by Heather Fry
Higher education for the public good : emerging voices from a national movement / [edited by] Adrianna J. Kezar
How minority students experience college : implications for planning and policy / Lemuel W. Watson ... [et al.]
How people learn : brain, mind, experience, and school / John D. Bransford ... [et al.]
How the university works : higher education and the low-wage nation / Marc Bousquet   foreword by Cary Nelson
How the way we talk can change the way we work : seven languages for transformation / Robert Kegan
How to plan & develop a career center / Donald A. Schutt
How to talk about hot topics on campus : from polarization to moral conversation / Robert J. Nash
Human diversity in education : an integrative approach / Kenneth Cushner, Averil McClelland,  Phil Safford
Immigrant students and literacy : reading, writing, and remembering / Gerald Campano   foreword by Sonia Nieto
Inclusion and diversity : meeting the needs of all students / Sue Grace and Phil Gravestock
Information literacy assessment : standards-based tools and assignments / Teresa Y. Neely   foreword by Hannelore Rader
Innovative assessment in higher education / edited by Cordelia Bryan and Karen Clegg
Inquiry into the college classroom : a journey toward scholarly teaching / Paul Savory, Amy Nelson Burnett, Amy Goodburn
Intelligence reframed : multiple intelligences for the 21st century / Howard Gardner
Interdisciplinary learning and teaching in higher education : theory and practice / editors, Balasubramanyam Chandramohan
Leadership can be taught : a bold approach for a complex world / Sharon Daloz Parks
Leading minds : an anatomy of leadership / Howard Gardner in collaboration with Emma Laskin
Leading with soul : an uncommon journey of spirit / Lee G. Bolman, Terrence E. Deal
Learning as transformation : critical perspectives on a theory in progress / Jack Mezirow and Associates
Learning in adulthood : a comprehensive guide / Sharan B. Merriam, Rosemary S. Caffarella, Lisa M. Baumgartner
Learning in real time : synchronous teaching and learning online / Jonathan Finkelstein
Learning the language of global citizenship : service-learning in applied linguistics
Learning to teach in higher education / Paul Ramsden
Lessons from the cyberspace classroom : the realities of online teaching / Rena M. Palloff, Keith Pratt
Lifelong learning in action : transforming education in the 21st century / Norman Longworth
Management by baseball : the official rules for winning management in any field / Jeff Angus
Meaningful course revision : enhancing academic engagement using student learning data / Catherine M. Wehlburg
Mi voz, mi vida : Latino college students tell their life stories / edited by Andrew Garrod, Robert Kilkenny
Multicultural competence in student affairs / Raechele L. Pope, Amy L. Reynolds, John A. Mueller
Multicultural education policies in Canada and the United States / edited by Reva Joshee and Lauri Johnson
Multiliteracies and diversity in education : new pedagogies for expanding landscapes / edited by Annah Healy
Multiple intelligences in the classroom / Thomas Armstrong
Multiple intelligences : new horizons / Howard Gardner
Narrative & experience in multicultural education / edited by JoAnn Phillion, Ming Fang He, F. Michael Connelly
A new agenda for higher education : shaping a life of the mind for practice / William M. Sullivan and Matthew S. Rosin
The new influencers : a marketer's guide to the new social media / Paul Gillin
Nurse educator competencies : creating an evidence-based practice for nurse educators / Judith A. Halstead, editor
Nuts! : Southwest Airlines' crazy recipe for business and personal success / Kevin Freiberg and Jackie Freiberg
On teaching and learning : putting the principles and practices of dialogue education into action / Jane Vella
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Other people's children : cultural conflict in the classroom / Lisa Delpit
Our underachieving colleges : a candid look at how much students learn and why they should be learning more / Derek Bok
Peer review of teaching : a sourcebook / Nancy Van Note Chism   with contributions by Grady W. Chism, III
People are idiots and I can prove it! : the 10 ways you are sabotaging yourself and how you can overcome them
Plagiarism, the Internet, and student learning : improving academic integrity / Wendy Sutherland-Smith
Putting students first : how colleges develop students purposefully / Larry A. Braskamp, Lois Calian Trautvetter
Quality and performance excellence in higher education : Baldrige on campus / Charles W. Sorensen, Julie A. Furst-Bowe
Race and higher education : rethinking pedagogy in diverse college classrooms / Annie Howell and Frank Tuitt, editors
Racing Odysseus : a college president becomes a freshman again / Roger H. Martin
Recruitment and retention in higher education/ Magna Publications, Inc.
Repacking your bags : lighten your load for the rest of your life / Richard J. Leider, David A. Shapiro
Research strategies for a digital age / Bonnie L. Tensen
Rethinking faculty work : higher education's strategic imperative / Judith M. Gappa, Ann E. Austin, Andrea G. Trice.
Revisiting outcomes assessment in higher education / edited by Peter Hernon, Robert E. Dugan and Candy Schwartz
Reworking the student departure puzzle / edited by John M. Braxton
The rise of the creative class : and how it's transforming work, leisure, community and everyday life / Richard Florida
Secrets of social media marketing / Paul Gillin
The senior year experience : facilitating integration, reflection, closure, and transition / John N. Gardner
Serving the millennial generation / Michael D. Coomes, Robert DeBard, editors
Simulation scenarios for nurse educators : making it real / Suzanne Hetzel Campbell, Karen M. Daley
The skillful teacher : on technique, trust, and responsiveness in the classroom / Stephen D. Brookfield
Stress and mental health of college students / Mery V. Landow, editor
Supplemental instruction : improving first-year student success in high-risk courses / Marion E. Stone and Glen Jacobs
Supplemental instruction : new visions for empowering student learning / Marion E. Stone, Glen Jacobs, editors
Talking with college students about alcohol : motivational strategies for reducing abuse / Scott T. Walters, John S. Baer
Teaching and learning in two languages : bilingualism & schooling in the United States / Eugene E. Garcia
Teaching first-year college students / Bette LaSere Erickson, Calvin B. Peters, Diane Weltner Strommer
Teaching for quality learning at university : what the student does
Teaching information literacy : 35 practical, standards-based exercises for college students / Joanna M. Burkhardt
Teaching problem students / Jere Brophy
Teaching unprepared students : strategies for promoting success and retention in higher education / Kathleen F. Gabriel
Technology integration in higher education pedagogy : faulty perceptions of integration skills / David Georgina
Tools for teaching / Barbara Gross Davis
Turning point / Joyce D. Weinsheimer
The undecided college student : an academic and career advising challenge / by Virginia N. Gordon
Understanding and reducing college student departure / [by] John M. Braxton, Amy S. Hirschy
Understanding students in transition : trends and issues / Frankie Santos Laanan, editor
Understanding the role of academic and student affairs collaboration in creating a successful learning environment
Universal design in higher education : from principles to practice / edited by Sheryl E. Burgstahler and Rebecca C. Cory.
Unleashing suppressed voices on college campuses : diversity issues in higher education / edited by O. Gilbert Brown
The unschooled mind : how children think and how schools should teach / Howard Gardner
Urban teacher education and teaching : innovative practices for diversity and social justice / edited by R. Patrick Solomon
What it is / by Lynda Barry
What matters in college? : four critical years revisited / Alexander W. Astin
Why I teach : and why it matters to my students / Jerry A. Pattengale
The Wilder nonprofit field guide to crafting effective mission and vision statements / by Emil Angelica
Women as learners : the significance of gender in adult learning / Elisabeth Hayes and Daniele D. Flannery
Writing from these roots : literacy in a Hmong-American community / John M. Duffy.
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